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Illustration by Elena Scotti/GMG. I was a devoted wardrobe capsule with, uh, childhood, back when it was just called not having a lot of clothes. I've always been a girl in T-shirts and jeans, and in the summer I switch to T-shirts and skirts. That means it's time to stock up. Fortunately, T-shirts are cheap, durable and, most importantly, do not require fussy
laundering or ironing. (I love the look of a crisp white blouse, but if the tag says: Hand wash cold, dry flat, puff back into shape, using gentle exhalations of teen fairies, cool iron, blouse stays in the closet. But there is a problem with cheap women's T-shirts: they are not worn as well as men's. Tees for women are usually made with flimsier material, the better
for a wet T-shirt contest? Because we're afraid that heavier weaving will make us look like bulky? I don't know, and I, for one, prefer the thicker, softer stuff of men's shirts. But men's shirts, even if they are roughly the right size, hang strangely on women: hands are too loose, hem too long, and they don't even slightly nip in at the waist. Now I don't want all my
group tees to be corsets, obviously, but I would like them to fit the normal contours of my figure without a puddle of extra material around the waist and hips. Poorly fitting T-shirts make me feel depressed: Excessively baggy tees and sweat too close to the kind of clothes you could help your grandmother when she's in a nursing home. They look...
Unintentional and void-ish as you are just trying to clean the minimum sartorial bar clean and decently covered. And women's shirts wear out faster, probably because of the thinner fabric. My husband and I sometimes buy group tees at the same concert; its last for years, my shit after six months. So recently I hit on the idea of buying the least expensive, but
still comfortable, men's shirts I can find, and tailored them better. For my summer uniform patterned skirt and white-top sandals, this meant a unisex size small white tee from a local chain store, priced at three for $10. The fit was predictable: the little one was still gaping around the biceps, the fabric grouped on the hip, and you never know, there is a waist
under the column fabric from the neck to the hem. I took them to my local change scene on the Lower East Side in New York, where they would change anything in, no kidding, about nine minutes. The guy pinned the sides, pointed the hem and pinched his sleeves, and the vual, ten minutes later I had three properly fitting white T-shirts for the summer. It cost
me $20, so the total cost per shirt is about $23.Photo Lee Anderson.Now, if you want to adapt your own shirts and save twenty bucks, have on it (I don't have any skills or home equipment The lady over at Instructables has a good YouTube tutorial she calls from Boxy to Foxy, and from the comments, at least, it looks like her direction is right on the money.
One note: the tees I bought made fit around the collar, and judging by her video, it looks like this is one thing that really should be right from the start. So if you, like me, want the easiest possible but still flattering capsule wardrobe, head over to your local big box store and stock up on men's shirts. They are cheap, durable, and with a little nip and prick, very
cute. No need to wash hands or teen fairies. The race for life is open to all, regardless of their level of fitness, background or gender. Cancer doesn't care who you are, so we want to make sure everyone can join the race for life movement. Get kitted out for the most important race in the world in 2020 this season from a men's jersey. Once you're ready to
print your T-shirts, there's plenty of options. And most experts have a certain opinion on which way is the best. Many people use a traditional screen print, which involves pressing the ink through the mesh screen to transfer the image to the shirt. One new method is to print straight to the clothes, in which a large inkjet printer prints the image directly on the
tees. It doesn't really matter how you do it, says Peter Rinnig, owner of A T-shirt printer in the Boston area. Just explore what is best and most cost effective for you. John Earle has always stuck with the traditional screen print for Johnny Cupcakes, a T-shirt company in Hull, Massachusetts, and he has no complaints. It's been around long and is the most
reliable, he says, although this year, I plan on testing a few new techniques - dye, enzyme washes, cut and sewing, embroidery, straight-to-clothes printing and more. If you plan to purchase your own equipment, you can get a used screen-printer for $5,000 to $10,000. Straight-to-clothes printers cost significantly more - roughly $20,000 for a good one,
according to Rinnig. It's a new technology, and only a handful of companies make machines. If you use a printing house, you don't have to worry about the hardware. But you have to make sure you are satisfied with the quality. When buying a printer, consider working with a company like RST that does all your work in the home. Some printers actually serve
as brokers, outsourcing printing to someone else. If so, you lose some control over the process. Rinnig also advises caution if you are considering an online print store, for the same reason. Some websites allow you to upload images for printing and even sell directly on their sites, but not all of them print shirts themselves. customer goes to one of these sites
and it's actually out of the hands of these websites because they don't do print, print, Says. RST prints all orders itself, as does Spreadshirt Inc., an online print store in Greensburg, Pennsylvania. Jana Eggers, CEO, agrees that the level of caution is wise when claiming a printer - not only for the quality of the shirt, but also for the quality of customer service
you receive. There is a big difference between different printers and printing methods, as well as logistics and customer service, says Eggers. Ultimately, putting effort into choosing the best printer and printing technique will serve you well. Be patient throughout this process; It may take a while to find one that you like. There's a lot of technology that can help
you respond to trends and make good money, adds Eggers, but that's not where you just flip the switch and come. As it turned out a few days ago, Sony has finally launched a new version of PlayStation Home. As you explore new districts, participate in new quests, and play free games, do it in the style-in-fast company T-shirt.The code and directions to get
your shirt below. So logi n to the house and get your virtual swag today. And as a resident football gamer, I'll see you there. The 6HB4-No2NJ-'H5C T-shirt voucher code is purchased from the Redeem Codes icon in the PSN XMB category or in MAGAZIN PS under the Redeem Codes badge in the upper right. The code unlocks both the men's and women's
T-shirts. Once the code is redeemed, the T-shirts will be readily available in the user's home wardrobe. Follow Fast Company on Twitter or author @khohannessian Gearing on the colder months means you pile on layers and wear thicker shirts and heavier coats. Winter is also the perfect time to add another piece of clothing to your daily look: a shirt jacket.
But how can you tell if what you're going to buy is a shirt jacket or if it's just, well, a simple old regular flannel or jacket? The shirt jacket is slightly heavier than conventional shirts and is usually found in thick fabrics like flannel, canvas, or even wool, says celebrity stylist Samantha Brown. In addition to being heavier, they also have a structure that allows them
to wear open without losing their shape. Shirt jackets strike a great balance between large pieces of outerwear and clothes like that go to a sweater you'd wear every second of your life if you could. They won't make you overheated, but they still help add a layer of necessary heat in winter. Whichever style you choose, whether it's structured or more casual-
Brown offers to go with the basics underneath in order to better take off the look. The shirt jacket looks best when paired over a T-shirt or Henley, she says. Styling is all about creating a visual So vary the texture of the layering piece with the shirt jacket. However, avoid going overboard with buttons and buttons up to your shirt, she says. She is. Here are a
few that will easily update your style this season. Tunellus 4-Pocket Jacket Manufacturer has a little more jacket than shirt, this Tunellus twill zip-up offers understated style and extra functionality. It includes four pockets outside just in case you really need to store your personal belongings. You can pick it up in navy or black and you can wear it with your
favorite tee or polo or under your warm parks. $144, Buy it here Topo Designs Switch Shirt Jacket Manufacturer So the forecast is that it will rain and snow and then everyone will melt by the time you get out of the gym. Cool. But instead of overstuffing your duffer bag with a rain jacket, hoodie, or huge winter coat, all you really need is a waterproof piece like
this one of our favorite, Topo Designs. $149, Buy here the perfect jacket for your commute: Fisher and Baker Brimingham CPO Jacket Maker Think Shirt Jacket Can't Compare to Other Winter Jackets? Check out the waterproof CPO Jacket from Fisher and Baker. It is designed with Schoeller wool, pockets on the inside, and an easy-to-use button. And it will
make you feel comfortable in the worst parts of winter, from freezing, rainy days when sleet starts to pour down. $448, Buy here Filson Haider quilt water-repellant Shirt Jacket maker Filson makes the kind of classic kind of clothing we'll find any excuse to wear. The brand has designed this shirt-jacket hybrid in a waxed canvas quilted pattern that is
necessary in wet and windy conditions, so you won't mistake it just another flannel. Two pockets up the top button are closed so you can store your phone or I.D. It is also available in the Navy. $250, Buy here Faherty Blank Lined Shirt Jacket Manufacturer When It Comes to Shirt Jackets, New York brand Faherty has guys covered. And it covers you with a
lining that will make you feel like you're hanging in your chair while the numbers keep coming down on your weather app. Our favorite thing about it: go-with-all green. $198, Buy here club Monaco washed shirt jacket manufacturer Because sometimes your suit has to get dry cleaned. This shirt jacket from the Monaco Club packs clad style points thanks to
lapels, so it looks perfectly normal with your favorite tie on Monday morning. But since it's made of cotton, it also feels more casual, so you can pair it with jeans or chinos. $125, Buy it here Rag and Bone Hit Shirt Jacket maker Brown recommends Rag and Bone as a good go to brand shirt jackets. If you already have enough navy jackets to last all winter,
why not invest a shirt jacket that stands out? This camouflage style from Rag and Bone comes in a cool pattern that will help break down the monotony in your current wardrobe without drawing too much attention to yourself. It's super wearable, wearable, Dressed up or down and comes with enough structure that you can feel comfortable wearing it in front of
your most important customer. $237, Buy here Bonobos Shirt Jacket Maker People at Bonobos make great underwear (it's a size to fit you better and more accurate than other pairs), workout shirts and button-ups, pants, and just about every other staple a guy has to shop. The next thing to go on his list: it's a polyester shirt jacket. Choose your favorite from
five styles, from nylon trim to quilted pattern in grey. $158, Buy Here Mission Workshop Stack Denim Jacket Maker Who Says You Can't Wear Denim in Winter? Luckily Mission Workshop Stack stretch the denim shirt jacket right there waiting for you when the pace drop. It's a good multi-oil staple to have, whether you hit the sleet or you're looking for
something that's ready for your active lifestyle. $485, Buy here Eddie Bauer Flannel Sherpa-Lined Shirt Jacket Manufacturer You'd hardly ever be able to say it's not just a stylish red and black flannel shirt. When it gets very cold and you don't want to throw on a down jacket to warm up your car and dash back inside, zip up this shirt jacket instead, which
combines a fleece lining with the pattern you love. $119, Buy here this content is created and supported by a third party, and imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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